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Some questions in JOLISAA
How to look at smallholders’ innovation processes ?
How to generate a collective understanding of an
innovation process within the “innovation system”, as a first
step for collective action?

What lessons can be learnt from this understanding for a
more efficient support to multi-stakeholders innovation
processes?

Context of the research
Participants in JOLISAA
CIRAD: Bernard Triomphe, Bernard Bridier, Henri Hocdé,
KARI: Geoffrey Kamau, Teresiah Ng’ang’a, Kavoi Justice
UAC : Simplice Davo Vodouhe, Anne Floquet, Roch Mongbo, Rigobert Tossou,
UP: Joe Stevens, Brigid Letty, Gerrit Rootman
WUR: Jolanda van den Berg, Todd Crane, Conny Almekinders,
ICRA: Nour Sellamna, Richards Hawkins
ETC: Ann Waters-Bayer, Nicoliene Oudwater, Marianne Meijboom
And many field agronomists and small holders
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Four preconceived ideas that have
been challenged by our evidence
1. The non-innovative smallholder
2. The technological nature of innovation
3. The restricted social field where
innovation takes place
4. The orchestrated dynamics of an
innovation process

1. A range of innovations : from endogenous
to partly orchestrated
Innovations occur in the “social wild”, even when there is
no intervention …
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Case 1: Endogenous management of flood plains in Benin

… and those innovations that were planned initially tend
to “go their own life”

Case 2: Public-Private Partnership around Aloe domestication in Kenya

2. Innovation : not only a new technology
but a dynamic bundles of technological,
organizational and institutional elements
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3. If upscaling and outscaling take place,
the innovation develops within and
nurtures an extended social system (IS)
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4. Over the long term, innovation processes
unfold in unexpected ways
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Case 4: Soy unexpected processes in Benin

Recommendations
Policies, research and practice would do better
1: in systematically taking into account endogenous
innovations and dynamics and in making these visible in both
planned and unplanned processes;
2: in expecting that innovations won’t go the planned way
and monitor the unexpected processes in their context over
the long run;
3: in recognizing and strengthening existing local innovation
processes rather than trying to replace them.
4: in supporting producers’ organizations - they have a key
role to play in keeping processes rolling (especially in the
organizational and institutional innovations of the bundles)
and in coordination within the innovation system

